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Editorial Note
A very happy and prosperous new year to all our readers!
We are indeed very happy to bring out the first issue of Samundra Spirit for the year 2021, as
usual on time, navigating all the challenges and the emergencies brought in by the ongoing
pandemic around us. Thanks to the promptness and dedication of the contributors and the
editorial team for making this happen.
Looking back to the year 2020, it will obviously go down in the history of mankind as a black year
of death, disaster, and despair for the millions worldwide. It brought unsurmountable miseries
and was indeed an unprecedented emergency that no one could be prepared for. The theme we
thought about for the first issue of the new year reflects the challenging time around but mostly
the emergencies that the seafarers face - hopefully not very frequently!
Emergencies, unlike its drills do not come announced! Whether it turns into a crisis, disaster or
tragedy depends on the myriad of factors including training, experience and of course at times
the presence of mind of alert individuals involved around it. When you flip through the pages of
this issue of Samundra Spirit, we have gathered a powerful collage of personal experiences on
emergencies on board a ship and thoughts from our veteran seafarers on dealing with these
emergencies. However serious is the issue of emergency, the writers have been exceptionally
candid about the faults and frailties that surrounded these situations - deliciously marinated
with a dollop of humour of a typical seafarer. Hurrying up for shore leave, not following plan
maintenance system, oil spills on board, purging cock flying off the hands of a novice engineer,
mooring operation turning chaotic have been recreated, that will provide behind-the-scenes
realities for the upcoming mariners. Overall, they have been able to bring out the real dangers
and emergencies for the seafarers on board or even in drydocks. The lesson is to sweat in peace
than bleed in war!
We are pleased to include two articles that amply reflect that the institute practiced its lesson on
emergency preparedness. One is how the institute conducted its training of the cadets and the
seafarers uninterrupted through virtual training methods during the pandemic and the other is as
narrated by Cadet Aniket on his journey of diving at the Arabian sea in Goa, armed with the deep
safety awareness and knowledge acquired at SIMS.
It’s a matter of great pride to us how due to its infrastructure, facilities and strong HSSEQA
culture, SIMS was the only maritime institute chosen to cater to the community requirement
of serving as a COVID-19 centre. Hundreds of patience availed of the facility and enjoyed the
resort environment while recovering from the disease. Normal life returned once the campus was
handed back and the cadets were called back in groups to continue their practicals required to
complete the training. Kudos to the administration for facilitating the smooth change over at every
stage through meticulous planning and execution.
Overall, the spirit of SIMS, before and during the pandemic remained soaring and we have reason
to believe the emergency preparedness highlighted by our contributors was actually practiced all
through, which makes SIMS retain the premier and pioneer status that it occupies proudly in India
and in the entire industry.
Once again, wishing all our readers a healthy and safe year ahead,
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Message from Mr. Arvind Saxena
I have had the opportunity to be closely associated in development of Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies
especially the infrastructure at SIMS Lonavala like the Ship in Campus way back in 2007 and then the Ballast
water treatment system in the year 2016. As part of a highly professional technical team from Executive Ship
Management, though with limited experience in ship building, it was our sheer passion and determination
that made the ship and the other top class infrastructure and equipment stand tall today. The aim was to
produce world class cadets and officers to take us to the next level of growth.
My memory is still fresh of the makeshift shipyard covering the current tennis court, volleyball court and
fire-fighting mock up area. Marking and cutting of flat steel plates and joining them into steel blocks was
accomplished here. While transporting big and heavy blocks to the location on soft ground and mounting
them on the structure we encountered various challenges but gained immense experience and confidence.
When I see the “Ship in Campus” standing tall with multi-deck superstructure housing classrooms besides
a fully functional engine room with working machineries like main engine, generators, boilers and other
auxiliary machineries I still marvel at the unmeasurable enthusiasm and ardour of the “in house” expertise
which made it possible to see it standing there. I am sure it will remain an inspiration for the generation of
cadets and officers getting trained in that campus.
Similarly, another rare feat for SIMS was the development of the “Ballast Water Treatment System”, which
included establishing a fully operational Microbiology lab to grow the planktons for conducting ballast
water tests. In order not to impair the aesthetics of the pristine campus, great efforts were taken to install the
equipment, develop the plant with two huge water tanks of capacity 160m3 camouflaged underground between
the lake and the workshop. The vines laden with grapes and the green patches of vegetable garden thriving
over the underground installation remind the future engineers graduating from this campus to understand
and appreciate the importance of innovation with aesthetics, harmony and synthesis of engineering with the
nature around.
We at Executive Ship management are immensely proud of SIMS for providing us with well-trained cadets for
our vessels. Number of cadets have since been promoted to the ranks of Master and Chief Engineer. Some of
these officers have also joined the shore office as technical superintendent. Indeed, a dream turned reality and
result of relentless teamwork of ESM and SIMS.
I heartily congratulate and wish the cadets, faculty members and support staff at SIMS for providing key
assistance to the community during the Covid-19 pandemic and successfully sailing through a challenging
2020, and wish them the very best for the year 2021.

Mr. Arvind Saxena
Asst. Managing Director
Executive Ship Management, Singapore
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Distracted Officers Risk Vessel Safety
Capt. Sunil Bhadsavle
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Vessel completed Ammonia loading at
1800 hours at an Indonesian terminal. As
night sailing was not permitted, sailing was
scheduled for the next morning at 0830 hrs.
Seizing this opportunity, both Chief Officer and
Gas Engineer planned to proceed on shore
leave after securing everything on deck, & they
were granted permission.
After disconnection of loading arms at ship’s
manifold, the Gas Engineer put a blank on
manifold liquid line. At that time there were
only two crew members on deck, duty AB and
Gas Engineer.
As per usual practice, in order to drain the
liquid line content back into the cargo tank,
Gas Engineer came to CCR and opened
manifold hydraulic valve (ESD valve), manual
valve at manifold was opened. As soon as the
ESD valve was opened, substantial amount
of Ammonia vapour escaped from the liquid
manifold resulting in a huge gas cloud near
the manifold area.
Subsequently, this vessel was banned from
the terminal causing monetary losses to the
owners and charterers.
Why did it happen?
1. Rushing into things and neglecting the
basic procedures after disconnection of
loading arms, which were clearly mentioned
in company’s Safety Management System
(SMS).

he failed to notice it and to top it all - the
manifold was blanked using only four bolts.
5. He then opened the manifold hydraulic
valve (ESD valve) from CCR without
checking the liquid line pressure which was
about 6 bars and status of tank valve where
he was to have drained the line content.
The cargo tank valve was in a shut position.
To summarize the incident, the main causes
were “Distraction and loss of focus due to
rushing through things, loss of situational
awareness, and hazardous thoughts”.

2. Shore leave was granted to Chief Officer
and Gas Engineer, and apparently the
ship’s agent offered them a car ride up to
the town. They were asked to hurry up.

What can we learn?
• Risk assessment should be carefully
conducted whenever carrying out any such
operation alongside berth.

3. Chief Officer left the CCR for a shower in
order to get freshened and sent all other
crew members for their evening meals
leaving only one AB on deck along with the
Gas Engineer.

•

Crew members should comply with
company’s SMS procedures at all times.

•

Under no circumstances Chief Officer
should leave CCR unless entire operation
has been completed or another competent
officer has relieved him to supervise the
operation.

4. While rushing things, Gas Engineer placed
a gasket which was faulty. However,

•

Crew members should be reminded to
tighten manifold blanks using all nuts and
bolts.

•

Officers should be reminded to check the
status of all valves, line pressure, tank
pressure, etc. prior commencement of
draining of lines.

•

Gas Engineer should be reminded to check
the condition of the gasket used at the
manifold.

•

There should be sufficient number of
ratings on deck, whenever such operation
is being conducted.
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Complacency and Chain of Errors in the Engine
Room
Avishkar Thakur
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

The article throws light on complacency for
routine jobs and the consequences of not
following the Planned Maintenance System
leading to a chain of errors and eventually
an oil spill.
On a pleasant weekend evening, the phone
rang. Seeing a vessel’s number on the screen
is definitely not a pleasant sight for any
superintendent. The silence was broken by the
perturbed Chief Engineer’s voice, “OIL SPILL”,
he said. My heart almost skipped a beat at
that sentence. He further added, “There is
an oil spill in engine room, all the tank-top
is covered with Heavy Oil”. To my obvious
question, “Anything gone overboard?”, the
Chief Engineer’s reply, provided some respite,
“No, nothing has gone overboard, the spill in
engine room only, and currently under control”.
I just replied calmly “Thanks, since you have
identified the source and contained it, now
focus on cleaning the spill on the tank-top,
later on you can investigate and inform us
the cause for the incident”. The “How did it
happen?” remained tingling & nagging in my
mind, till I got the subsequent report from the
Chief engineer.
It had all started with the daily routines the
ship’s staff were following, before putting the
engine room to UMS (Unmanned Machinery
Space) mode, such as engine room rounds
and the fuel oil transfer from storage tanks to
fuel oil settling tanks for purification. The fuel
transfer operation was looked after by the
Fourth engineer, who was doing his job well
every day. He had a routine of transferring the
fuel, by starting the pump in manual-mode
and then changing over to auto-mode, so that
the pump cuts off when the level is reached.
Everyday, he used to ensure that the pump
has actually stopped in auto-mode, before
knocking-off for the day.
But on the day of the incident, things did not
go as planned. The 4th engineer had started
the transfer as normal, and then changed over
to auto-mode. As he was continuing with the
rounds, he got a bit occupied in nipping up the
leaky gland of main sea water pump. In the

process he forgot to ensure whether the fuel
transfer had stopped in auto-mode or not. After
leaving the Engine room he did recall this, but
assumed that the transfer pump would have
stopped as usual.

activated. The level kept on increasing beyond
the high-level alarm. Luckily, this vessel had
an overflow arrangement, so now the excess
fuel started to overflow through the overflow
pipe via a slight glass.

The engine room now was in UMS mode with
the transfer pump running. He didn’t have the
slightest hint, what was in the store for the
dreadful night to follow.

Now the overflow tank started to get filled up.
This tank also had a high-level alarm. The
complete float assembly for the high-level
alarm was taken out by the Electrical Officer
on the same day for some minor repairs. Soon,
the Fuel Oil was coming out from the opening
made in overflow tank for the high-level float
switch. The oil found its way to engine room
tank top and finally the Aft Bilge well alarm
sounded.

Two hours after the Engine Room had been
put in UMS mode, the duty engineer received
the aft bilge high level alarm in his cabin and
headed to engine room, expecting a water
leak. To his utter surprise, he got a strong
smell of fuel as soon as he entered the engine
room. He went down to the bottom platform,
and was shocked to find fuel on the tank top,
completely unaware of the chain of events
which had taken place in the background. Later
he found the fuel oil transfer pump running and
immediately switched it off showing situational
awareness. He raised the engineer’s call to
alert all engineers, and they all immediately
rushed to engine room.
After little bit of probing, it was evident that the
fuel transfer pump did not cut-off in auto, as
the level switch had malfunctioned. The level
in the fuel oil settling tank increased to highlevel alarm point, however even that didn’t get

A seemingly routine operation, ended up in
creating a havoc in engine room, as cleaning
the fuel oil of the tank top and bringing to the
original state was indeed a mammoth task. A
major accidental overboard discharge was on
the cards, which was just averted. This incident
brought to light many things in retrospect. We
can depend on automation to certain extent
but it will be a reliable team member only if we
take care to maintain it properly. Complacency
towards routine jobs and not following the
PMS to verify the functions of the alarms was
the root cause, which was learnt indeed the
hard way.
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Learning to Manage Onboard Crises
Mr. Biju Baben
Dean Marine Engineering
SIMS, Lonavala

Emergencies may arise anytime, anywhere
and unbidden, especially when actions are
purposed and arranged simultaneously,
without careful thought and planning. Coordination of various work to achieve a
specified outcome is an ideal requirement,
however one should be prepared for
unexpected setbacks, which may lead to
crisis.
Emergencies in the Engine Room
On ships, engine room is such a special place
housing all the auxiliary machineries together
for a common goal for achieving ship’s smooth
propulsion. Its smooth functioning demands
a strategic mindset and preparedness by
the engineers. The intent of this article is to
expose various domains where vigilance
from the operators especially the trainees is
demanded in order to effectively manage the
unconventional onboard emergencies.
Emergencies sit on the borderline & can either
lead to restorations to normalcy or turn into an
unmitigated disaster. Hence one should be
thorough in dealing with emergency scenarios
to prevent mishaps. Prompt understanding
of the situation and knowing the requisites of
normal operating conditions will be essential
to restore normalcy. Only then will it be
easier to identify the gaps & bridge them with
appropriate actions.
Best practices for dealing with emergencies
in the Engine Room
Knowing your engine room sufficiently well is
the key to handle most of the emergencies
occurring, while machineries are operating.
a. Awareness of the layout of machineries in
the Engine room and clear identification of
all the valves is essential, to deal quickly
in case of any emergencies arising
from pipeline damages and subsequent
outcomes like outbreak of fire and oil spills.
b. Systematic adherence to the procedures
with precise hands-on skills will be needed.
This may include application of correct
tightening torque,
depressurization,
isolation methods, skills in using the

precision- tools and instruments.
c. Identification of various alarms (such as
Emergency/ general/ Fire alarms and
Engine room alarms) and quick response
to deal with them as appropriate.
d. Timely monitoring of the machinery
parameters, by continuous vigil during its
operations. This provides best reference to
initiate actions, when it deviates from norm
in the initial stages itself to avoid worsening
of the situation.
e. Ability to promptly connect required
emergency equipment to the scene of
emergency. This can be done by locating
emergency
shutdowns
for
various
machineries at strategic locations, knowing
the equipment and provisions in the fire
control rooms and emergency stations,
coupled with awareness of the muster
station duties
f. Proficiency in using emergency equipment.
In addition to keeping all emergency
equipment in readiness, the competency to
operate these machineries in the shortest
possible time is of utmost importance to
avoid the dangers. Time-based trying out of
emergency/ critical machineries to confirm
their readiness and logging down their
status will be beneficial.
g. Adherence to prescribed preventive/
predictive maintenance such as vibration
monitoring, condition monitoring along
with Planned Maintenance System to
prevent machinery failures. This can
include periodic inspections, checking and
replacing of the defective components.
h. Time-based application & monitoring of
lubricating/greasing various machinery
components without fail and logging
down is helpful in avoiding sudden
failures. Replacing the lube oil and
continuous purification of lubricating oil are
recommended best procedures to keep the
machinery in good condition
i. Inventories/ recording use of spares and
stock should be diligently monitored so
as to make sure the availability of correct
spares at any time.
j. Using checklists and permits judiciously
is a must, prior to carrying out the Engine
room operations.
k. Keeping the engine room clean and
tidy. Proper lashing to be done for all the
standby equipment and spare parts.
l. Time based Lifting equipment maintenance
and load testing of the equipment with
clearly visible marking of its SWL will help

to avoid any confusion while it is used for
lifting operations.
Developing awareness to detect and break
error chains
• Emergency may not always be a standalone event. An ignored or unnoticed chain
of events can be a cause of concern too.
A high-density heavy fuel oil, impurities
like catalytic fines can carry through the
centrifugal purifiers and even pass through
the fine mesh filters, if correct micron size
is not used. These fine particles not only
damage the engine components like fuel
injector and fuel pump, they can form
corrosive products during combustion
process. These will affect the exhaust
valve and its seat by a high temperature
corrosion, eventually burning the exhaust
valve seat & further leading to complications
and an emergency situation.
• Most of the engine room operations are
routine in nature such as tank soundings,
draining of tanks, etc. Complacency
can cause development of unforeseen
emergencies by ignoring good practices.
Casually entering of the inaccurate
parameters in the logbooks, etc. can lead
to misconception and later it can turn to
emergencies.
• Importance of Clear Communication and
Encouraging Accountability
• Internal communication between engine
room staff and completing the job as per
priority can be helpful in avoiding danger of
forgetting the task under progress.
• Teamwork
should
be
appreciated
but assigning the task with required
accountability will be helpful in avoiding
negligence by workers.
• Communication skills play a vital role in
dealing with unexpected emergencies,
where more helping hands and technical
expertise would be available to control the
situations effectively.
• Understanding the orders is one of the
prime factors in executing task efficiently, in
which the seniors should confirm whether
the supporting staff understood the
communication or not.
• Practice makes perfect – importance of
practical drills, training & mentoring
• Ship’s Master should promote events
onboard such as conducting drills and

Continued on Page 11
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Alertness Averts a Serious Mishap
Capt. Manab Kumar Sarmah
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

It was a clear sunny day and the sea was
calm with 7-8 kts of wind. A Platform
Supply Vessel (PSV), attending to a drill
ship operating in an offshore oil field, was
requested to deliver a container and a few
other deck loads to the drill ship.
It was about 1100 hours local time. The vessel
made an approach and with the Master at
the DP control, comfortably slid into position
for load transfer. The deck loads were the
first to go. While the deck loads were being
transferred, the onboard Supervisor of
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) came
up on the bridge to discuss with the Master
about an ROV operation planned later in the
afternoon.
He was out on the poop deck, in one corner,
quietly watching the load transfer operation.
The crane had positioned the last of deck
loads on the drill ship and was preparing
to swing the hook onto the PSV to pick up
the container. Just then, a glint from the
container top caught the ROV supervisor’s
eye. On careful observation, he found it to
be a gleam of sunlight being reflected by an
object on top of the container. He was alarmed
and immediately came inside the bridge and
informed the Master, who was at the DP
control, about the odd object observed on the

container top and expressed his apprehension
that it could be some loose object lying on top
of the container, which could be a potential
hazard. The crane operator was immediately
requested to stop the operation. The deck
crew was directed to investigate the matter.
On inspection by the deck crew, it was found
that a large piece of glass was lying on top
of the container. It was carefully brought
down and stowed away. The deck operation
was resumed and the container was safely
transferred.
On completion of the container transfer and
release by the drill ship, an investigation was
carried out on board. The glass piece was
irregularly shaped and jagged with sharp edges
and corners. It was 0.5 cm thick with length
and width extending up to nearly 55 cm and
25 cm respectively. It appeared to be a broken
part of a larger glass pane. It was concluded
that the glass piece did not originate in the
ship, as such material was not available in the
ship and that it had come from outside the ship
along with the container itself. Additionally,
it was also evident that the glass piece had
been lying on top of the container for some
time, as it was covered with a fair amount of
dust and dirt. It was a very potent hazard with
the possibility of serious consequences. In the
event of it falling down from container top onto
some personnel, the sharp and jagged edges
had the potential to cause deep and grievous
cuts and gashes. It was fortuitous that a

twinkle caught by the experienced eyes of the
seasoned ROV supervisor averted a potential
serious mishap
The Near Miss was reported to the office,
where the findings of the ship were accepted
post an elaborate analysis of the report.
Considering the gravity of the hazard, the
office took a serious note of the Near Miss. It
was promptly conveyed to the charterer with
a request to institute necessary measures to
prevent occurrence of such incidence. To avoid
any such recurrence in future, a preventive
measure was instituted by the company on
board its ships, whereby, prior to loading of a
container on board, while it was on the jetty or a
trailer, a responsible ship’s crew was required
to carry out an inspection to ensure that there
were no loose objects lying on a container top.
An important point, which came to light from
this instance, was the fact that a keen eye
coupled with a well-developed sense of
observation and an alert mind are important
ingredients of safety. It was such attributes
of the experienced ROV supervisor, which
prevented occurrence of a possible serious
injury to personnel. It is essential that every
seafarer endeavors to develop such traits to
augment a robust safety culture on board.
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The Purging Cock That Flew Off
Jims Andrews

Vice Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Emergencies have an uncanny knack of
springing up, out of nowhere and when
least expected. And, lo and behold, that’s
exactly the reason those hold the notorious
distinction as emergencies. The author
recounts one such incident, when as a
junior engineer on board a very old vessel
and on the orders of the senior engineer,
he tried to purge out the air which was
supposedly entrapped in the lubricating
oil line, and instead ended up opening the
proverbial Pandora’s box.
The incident happened during the early days
of my sailing career, and the vessel in question
was a very old Oil Tanker of about 90,000
DWT that was on a regular run between the
West Coast of India and the ports on the
Persian Gulf. We were nearing the discharge
port and the pilot had already been picked
up. The atmosphere in the Engine Room was
relaxed as the voyage across the Arabian Sea
was largely eventless and uncharacteristically
smooth, a rarity for a vessel on the verge of
being scrapped after more than three decades
of distinguished service.
The senior engineer was at the engine
controls, and I was patrolling the Engine Room
with all the seriousness a novice could muster,
making sure the old machineries behave. Apart
from us, there was only a veteran oiler in the
Engine Room, busy tending to the generators
and the air compressors. Rest of the Engine
Room staff were preparing themselves for the
imminent cargo discharge operations. Nothing
out of the script, so far, and I was basking
in the prospect of a rare shore-leave in the
discharge port, a first of its kind after signing
on this particular vessel. And then the Engine
Room reverberated with the call alarm of the
senior engineer summoning me to the Engine
Control Room.
The senior engineer had a slightly
perturbed look on his face, one
of consternation than real panic,
and informed me that the Main
Engine lubricating oil pressure was
dropping. My first impulse was to
call the Chief Engineer, at least

that’s what I had been reading in the Chief
Engineer’s Standing Orders in as many words,
“call me in case of doubt”. But the senior
engineer rationalized that this could be a minor
hiccup and as such wouldn’t warrant a call to
the top. We had cleaned the discharge filters
in the load-port and he suspected that the
purging would not have been done properly
while recommissioning. The thought did cross
my mind that, if this indeed was the case, how
come the pressures were steady during the
last 5 days of the voyage? But I, in my infinite
wisdom, chose not to question the senior’s
diagnosis.

jet. The spout hit the roof and sprayed me from
top with hot and somewhat dirty oil.

I was instructed to purge out the discharge
filters, while the pump and Main Engine were
still running, and see whether the pressure
was improving. If not, we would call for
assistance. I rushed to the bottom platform
and identified the purging cock on the suspect
filter. The corroded piece of mounting gave the
impression that it had not been touched by a
human hand for an inordinately long time. The
dubious fitting looked more like a molehill of
rust than the purging cock it was supposed to
be, and did not yield to my initial attempts to
open it.

I was alone on the bottom platform and no
one could hear my loud calls of distress amid
the clamour of running machineries, and the
million-dollar question was whether to run for
the ECR and inform the senior engineer, or try
to plug the oil jet by myself. There was very
little time left to think and make an informed
decision. Even while in the pathetic situation
I had pushed myself into, instinct told me
that given the rate at which the oil was being
lost, the Main Engine would trip anytime now.
Maybe I didn’t have enough time to run for help.
I wiped the oil off my burning eyes and looked
around for something with which to salvage
the situation. It was all very hazy, but I could
still spot an abandoned bolt which looked like it
might just fit into the open aperture on the filter.
My first attempt was a disaster, for I had
thoroughly underestimated the brutal force at
which the oil was spurting out, and the bolt
flew off and hit the roof just like the purging
cock did a few moments earlier. Fortunately,
the make-shift plug landed in the sea of oil
on the floorplate from where I could retrieve it
safely. I was more organized the second time
around, and used a rag to have a better grip
at the bolt. This time the bolt went it, and even
though it took an enormous effort to keep it in
place, plugged the leak to a great extent.

I was growing desperate by the moment, as I
felt that the Main Engine might trip any moment
on low lubricating oil pressure, and that too
when the vessel was negotiating a very tricky
berthing manoeuvre, and I alone would be
responsible for the aftermath. My desperation
was driven by naivety, and I applied all my
might on the rusted fitting, as if my whole life
depended on it. To my dismay, the purging
cock, along with the fitting, suddenly flew off
with a vengeance and hit the underside of the
platform above, and ricocheted off it, finally
disappearing into the deepest caverns of the
Engine Room bilges. Oil followed suit in a gust
of newfound freedom, and spurted out from
the now bare pocket, in a steady and powerful

The oil blinded me, scalded my skin, and
drenched me from top to bottom in its slippery
slick. To make matters worse, all through
the ordeal I was aware that I had goofed
up big time. I tried to look for the disjointed
purging cock, but the oil dripping all over
me just wouldn’t let me to. Meanwhile the
engine was losing oil, huge quantities of it,
and the eventuality of Main Engine tripping
and causing a major berthing accident, now
seemed a certainty.

Oil was still being lost, but it now bled at a
much lesser rate, and suddenly there was
hope. Maybe the situation could still be saved.
But no one came to investigate, and I was
not very sure how much time more I could
possibly hold on, certainly not till the time
the engines were finished with. The bolt
was getting hot, and it was becoming
increasingly difficult to keep pressing
it down against the great up thrust of
the oil. I was beginning to feel giddy,
and hoped that dizziness wouldn’t
overpower me. My plight was not
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very different from that of Aruni from the Adi
Parva of the great epic Mahabharata. Aruni
was the disciple of sage Ayoda-Dhaumya,
and once had to plug with his body a breach
on the embankment which had threatened
to flood his master’s fields.
The day was saved when the senior engineer
finally realised that something was amiss as I
had not reported back to the ECR even after
enough time had passed. The oiler, who
came investigating and was the first to spot
me, went into a minor shock looking at the
oil-smeared apparition that was me. Soon
the entire Engine Room complement was
down, some of them trying hard to suppress
a smile, beholding my somewhat funny
countenance and miserable predicament.
By then we had assistance from tugs,
and the pilot agreed for the Main Engines
to be stopped for a short period of time,
during which the situation was temporarily
remedied.
I feared a retribution from the Chief Engineer,
for he was not the type who would take such
blunders lightly. But the veteran just said
with a smile on his face,
“You should not have done that, Panch Sab!”
To this date I don’t know whether he meant
I should not have tried to force open the
purging cock, or whether I should not have
played Aruni. After an hour of scrubbing
myself clean, I found out I had been
bestowed with a swollen right thumb as
a souvenir for the day’s toil. But strangely
I didn’t mind, and was rather happy that I
didn’t panic, but had enough presence of
mind to save the situation from aggravating
to a potential disaster.
I learnt the hard way that emergencies
are not always the routine run-of-the-mill
incidents for which one could be prepared,
at least to a certain extent. One could pop
up any time, and in such cases it’s only the
situational awareness and rational thinking
that can show us the way. And it’s absolutely
important that we don’t panic. Like they say
in the Bollywood, “Jo dar gaya, woh mar
gaya”, meaning, those who panic will perish.
I am not entirely sure whether I had thought
about Aruni and his heroics during the
incident narrated above. It all happened
such a long way back anyway. But the
episode from the epic certainly did cross my
mind afterwards, and I had pledged to avoid
situations, where I may need to play Aruni
again.
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Chaotic Unmooring Operation
Capt. Anuradha Jha
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Mooring and unmooring operations have
always been one of the most critical
shipboard
operations
that
involves
everyone on board the ship. One such
mooring operation on board a Suezmax
crude oil tanker could have resulted in a
serious contact damage owing to failure in
carrying out proper pre-departure checks,
improper communication and delay in
taking correct actions leading to the failure
of mooring winches after casting-off the
mooring lines. Though the day was saved
by a tiny margin, however lessons learnt
are worth sharing.
Cargo was being topped off, on a Suezmax
tanker, while the vessel was alongside on her
starboard side, at berth. Being Chief Officer of
the ship, I was extremely busy with the cargo
operations, when deck fitter came to CCR
and reported that while checking sounding of
aft peak tank, he had seen some hydraulic oil
spilled in the steering flat, near the hydraulic
line for mooring winches. I immediately called
up engine room and asked them to investigate
and rectify the issue. I also informed that we
were about to complete loading and may be in
an hour or two, we could depart from the port.
As the port had “early departure procedures
(EDP)” in place, soon after cargo calculation,
pilot boarded for departure. I was still
preparing the ullage reports, when the stations
were announced and the ship’s crew were
mobilised. Bridge asked the duty officer
whether mooring winches had power and were
operational. Bosun and third officer confirmed
from forward and aft stations respectively, their
readiness for stations. While rushing to forward
stations, I called third officer and informed him
that there was some hydraulic oil leak from the
aft mooring winches, in the steering flat, so he
must check if the defect has been rectified,
and the winches are working fine. He checked
the operation and confirmed that winches were
okay.
We commenced the unmooring operation.
Only one tug was in attendance, which was
made fast at the forward bow. After castingoff all the mooring lines, I could hear some
communication between bridge and aft station,
in a language other than the official language,

which I didn’t understand. But it was clear
from the pitch of their voices that something
was not right. Bridge asked me to cast off the
forward tug immediately and send a couple of
people from forward station to aft station as
the aft winches were not working. Ship’s stern
had started swinging towards the jetty, at a
very slow pace. There was hardly any current
at that moment. All our aft mooring lines had
been cast-off and were lying in water, hence
propeller was not clear. Therefore, ship’s main
engines could not be used.
As soon as the tug came closer to the stern of
the ship, crew at the aft station started picking
up the tug’s line for making fast. But this line
was too heavy. The tug line was getting stuck
at the Panama lead, and won’t come up any
further even by joint efforts of nine people.
Then Captain asked me to go to the aft station
and see what could be done.
Having arrived on scene, I saw that one good
loose rope was kept nicely stacked on the poop
deck. I immediately decided to lower our own
line for making fast the tug & my instruction
was promptly carried out. The ship’s stern was
only a few inches away from the jetty, before
the tug could start pulling her out after making
fast. Meanwhile, the leakage in the system had
been rectified by second engineer and more
hydraulic oil was filled in, so winches could
be made operational again. It was a narrow
escape from contact damage, however, there
were serious lessons to be learnt.
There was a chain of errors starting from
failure in carrying out proper pre-departure
checks and lack of proper communication and
follow up. After all this, at the time of actual
urgency/ emergency, the reaction of the entire
after station’s team was quite sluggish and
their action lacked situational awareness.
The sequence of adverse events could have
been brought to a halt, soon after the hydraulic
leak was detected, or even when the mooring
winches were being checked before castingoff. Situational awareness and ability to act
quickly and appropriately during an emergency
is extremely crucial for speedy mitigation.
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Emergencies and Contingencies Faced at Sea
Capt. V.R Krishnan
Superintendent
ESM, Mumbai

A few instances of Real emergencies
and contingencies I had faced while at
sea are listed here for your reference to
glean the lessons learnt … We should use
every opportunity to learn from others’
experiences to deal with the emergencies,
and be prepared to deal with them.
Fire on Fire & GS pump motor en route
Haldia to Tuticorin
On a product tanker, while coasting the East
Coast of India, one evening I was on Bridge
to relieve the Ch. Officer for dinner.While I
was on the starboard bridge wing I heard the
fire alarm sound. Immediately there was a
call from the Engine Room as well. The 2nd
Engineer informed me that he had activated
the Fire Alarm as the Fire pump which had
been running continuously for various tank
cleaning operations as well as other services
had caused the overheating of the motor,
which was up in fumes and afire.
Most of the crew and officers were at their
dinner break, so the response to this alarm
was quite weak. I called up the Trainee
Navigational Officer on the bridge and ask him
to make the Emergency Announcement about
this fire and ensure that the crew mustered
at their stations. Engine Room fire plan was
activated by the 2nd Engineer and the area
around the affected fire pump was cordoned
off. I noted that the firefighting team in the
Engine Room had already taken measures
to isolate the power to the Fire pump motor
and 2nd Engineer and his team were able
to mobilize the CO2 extinguisher on wheels
to douse the fire. Although it was a localized

fire inside the Engine Room, this incident
motivated the crew to be alert at all times on
the vessel and swiftly engage all resources to
douse the fire or tackle any similar emergency
on board in future. A debriefing about the
incident was done and reported to the office
which appreciated the actions taken by the
Engine Room staff in quick time.
Stowaways on board
Way back in 1983, our vessel was outbound
from Dar es Salaam towards Mombasa port,
when after almost 4 to 5 hours of sailing out
from port an alert crew member who was on
main deck aft of the accommodation at No. 5
cargo hold heard some noises from the hatch
entrance which was locked. He immediately
alerted the duty helmsman on bridge and the
Chief Officer who was on watch notified me of
this matter. I relieved him of the watch and sent
him to investigate the matter. The Chief Officer
along with his team opened the hatch entrance
which was locked and found 2 local Tanzanians
who had somehow entered the cargo hold on
the previous night and hid behind the general
cargo packages in the lower hold.
Once apprehended they were escorted by
the Chief Officer to the bridge and they were
interrogated about their plans. One of them
when searched was found to be carrying an
atlas with him and some food with plans to
take the passage on board this ship to any
location out of Tanzania.
After getting some information about these 2
stowaways, the same was conveyed to our
office in Mombasa who immediately contacted
the authorities in Tanzania and authorized us
to return back to Dar-es Salaam to land these
2 stowaways. By evening the 2 stowaways had
been handed over to the local police who took
them into custody at the anchorage area and
disembarked by boat. Almost 12 hours later,

our vessel resumed the voyage. This incident
revealed a huge lapse in our security systems
on board. Despite the mandatory stowaway
search which was notified vide the company
circulars, a systemic failure was noted.
In those days it was quite a common
occurrence especially on general cargo
or bulk carrier vessels, however today we
know that such incidents are well covered in
Shipboard checklists and Ship Security Plan
and indeed considered as an Emergency &
security breach. We were fortunate to be able
to disembark these 2 stowaways within 12
hours of departure, but I can’t imagine what
could have happened had they’d managed to
get away with their plan and we’d arrived at the
next port with them.
Oil spill at the Manifold
Our Aframax tanker was discharging a parcel
of Crude Oil on board at Brisbane, while we
had the SIRE inspector from an Oil major on
board. Cargo discharge had just commenced
and the cargo pumps were being revved
up. The vessel was port side alongside the
discharge berth with 3 cargo hoses connected.
While I was accompanying the inspector on his
rounds on the main deck, we were moving back
from the forecastle deck towards the starboard
side manifold, I heard some commotion on the
walkie-talkie about a leakage on the port side
manifold. Without attracting the attention of the
inspector, I managed to whisk him away from
the main deck area on starboard side towards
the poop deck.
A leakage in the weld seam of the stun piece
of the Pressure Gauge on the reducer of
No. 2 cargo connection at the manifold had
caused a fine jet of crude oil to escape and
fall on the jetty as the pumps were revved up.
At the portside manifold area, the alertness
of the pumpman and AB, who were on duty
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immediately informed the Chief officer who
was in the CCR. He instructed them to activate
Emergency Shutdown at the manifold and a
major oil spill was thus averted.
Although the inspector was advised of this
incident later during the day, I was glad that he
was not at the scene on the port side manifold
area when the incident took place, as it would
have certainly caused an aborted inspection.
This incident was an actual emergency and
the response by our shipboard team was
spontaneous, so it did not attract any adverse
comments in the SIRE report although we did
have to make a detailed RCA of the incident.
Crash Astern Manoeuvre during Sea Trials
on a Capesize bulker
This incident was related to the end of a 10
days sea trial when I was on a CapeSize Bulk
carrier. The shipyard Master was in command
and the vessel was being manoeuvred back to
the repair berth after having completed about
10 days of sea trials off the port of Constanza.
To avoid an immediate danger while inside
the bay, the Shipyard Master gave a crash
astern movement which caught the tug astern
by surprise. We heard a loud bang astern
and did not realize what had happened until
daybreak the next day. Upon reaching the
yard the next morning it was revealed by the
shipyard personnel that our ship’s propeller
was damaged. This was a major setback for
the owners and the shipyard as the vessel had
to be once again docked for renewal of the
propeller. Fortunately a sister ship was also
ordered by the owner in the same yard. The
yard was able to negotiate with the owners to
use the propellor ordered for that ship to be
used as replacement to save time and mitigate
the delays to the delivery date.
This incident highlighted the emergency
actions that were warranted by the Shipyard
Master who was in command while in close
proximity of the repair berth and could have
certainly been averted with abundant caution.
The delay caused resulted in a hefty discount
on the price of the sister vessel which the
owners were able to negotiate with the
builders.
Emergency Cast off from berth in Western
Australia
Although this incident was not an emergency,
but it can be construed as an urgency which
could have resulted in an emergency situation.
Our vessel was at Port Walcott and was
loading iron ore in bulk. It was intended to
load about 140,000mt and set sail to Japan.
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While the vessel had loaded about 100,000mt
cargo, a severe storm warning was received
by the Port.It was decided to stop the loading
and cast-off the vessel to proceed to sea
as a precautionary measure as the storm
was headed towards the port. The loading
conveyor was positioned at No. 3 cargo hold
when cargo was stopped to enable the vessel
to secure and cast off. However, there was a
power breakdown at that instant on the berth
as well as the terminal.
Concurrently the tide at the berth was also
rising. Despite their best efforts the terminal
was unable to hoist their loader from the cargo
hatch square. Precious time was being lost as
the emergency power systems at the berth
were also inoperable. This was causing the
clearance between the hatch cover at No. 3
cargo hold and the tip of the loader to reduce
drastically and it was feared that if the power
supply was not restored quickly there could
be a contact with the vessel and further rise
in tide could cause massive damage to the
loading conveyor system. Both vessel and
terminal were at tenterhooks while the tide
kept on rising. The terminal managed to wheel
in a portable generator and restore power,
while on board we decided to take ballast
into the double bottom tanks if the situation
worsened. When the clearance between the
hatch cover at No. 3 was about 9 inches, the
terminal managed to restore power to the
loading conveyor and thereby hoist it clear of
the hatch cover thereby averting a catastrophe
and severe damage to the vessel as well as
the terminal. We were able to cast-off the
terminal after all and proceed to sea where
the conditions were indeed adverse and akin
to the conditions in the path of an advancing
Tropical storm.
This incident and our report that followed
triggered a new emergency procedure in
our Shipboard Safety Management System
manuals.
I had faced many other emergency situations
during my sea career as a Master on various
types of ships. I realize that regular & realistic
drills certainly enhance the skills of the
shipboard team and reinforce the fact that
efficiency of the Shipboard Team to deal with
Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and
Response through training, planning and
readiness to deal with them are the only way
to minimize risks to life, environment and
property on board ships at any time.
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Continued from Page 6

•

•

•

mock-ups regularly to improve the
confidence of the officers by making
them conversant with the contingency
measures.
Adequate supervision should be
confirmed when task is assigned to
the unskilled trainees.
Risk
assessment
and
Take-5
procedures should be encouraged as
part and parcel of any task, prior to its
commencement.
Inclusion of discussions on behaviourbased observations in the shipboard
HSE
meetings
and
individual
mentoring on unsafe practices will be
supportive.

Conclusion
Ship’s working environment demands
a comprehensive outlook on dealing
with the unexpected emergencies. The
working engineers should gear up to
control such situations with their wellhoned skills. In conclusion, it can be
their presence of mind, continuous vigil
on behaviour of machinery according to
changes in terms of load, or inputs given
to it, etc. There exist multiple factors
like changes in load, control system,
seawater temperature, pressure, etc.
which interact with each other. Operator
should be able to correlate these factors
and assess the situation for error free
running of machineries by taking an
informed decision.
Right competency with positive attitude,
supported by a correct operational
approach can get an engineer through
any difficult scenario. These will help keep
the machineries healthy, environment
clean and the ship safe.
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28th Batch of DNS Cadets Graduate

Forty successful cadets from the 28th
batch of the Diploma in Nautical Sciences
course marched forward to receive their
certificates in a passing out ceremony held
on 05th January 2021.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
the event was held in line with guidelines
implemented by authorities and commenced
with a safety briefing by Cadet Moyukh Biswas
extending a warm welcome to the audience.
Mr. Jims Andrews Vice Principal, SIMS
Lonavala, Chief Guest of the ceremony,
addressed the congregation and congratulated
the cadets. In his speech, he motivated them
for the next phase of their careers, propelling
the importance of putting lessons learnt into
practice. He also highlighted the importance of
practicing safety and advised cadets to read
manuals prior to conducting jobs.
The ceremony concluded with a prize
distribution and group photograph of the
students. Our heartiest congratulations
to the cadets and we look forward to their
placements on-board ESM managed vessels
in the months to come.

The following prizes were awarded to DNS 28th Batch of Cadets:
1. Best Cadet: Cdt. Abhishek Menon
2. Best in applied science: Cdt. Tushar Pandey
3. Best in Stability and Construction: Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
4. Best in Navigation: Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
5. Best in Marpol & BME: Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
6. Best in Cargo work, Seamanship & SWP: Cdt. Akash Chirakadavil
7. Best in English, MH & HF: Cdt. Gokul Suresh
8. Best in Maritime Comm & Emergencies: Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
9. Best in Academics: Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
10. 1st Runner up in Academics: Cdt. Kandekar Pranav Rajendra
11. Best in HSSE and Hands on Training: Cdt. Tushar Pandey
12. Best Sportsman: Cdt. Asit T Naik
13. Best Orator: Cdt. Abhishek Menon
14. Most Popular Cadet: Cdt. Pranav Behl
15. Best in Mathematics ( Over all): Cdt. Moyukh Biswas
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Cdt. Abhishek R Menon, recipient of Best Cadet and
Best Orator

Cdt. Tushar Pandey, recipient of
Best in Applied Science and Best in HSSE and
Hands on Training

Cdt. Moyukh Biswas, recipient of Best in Stability and
Construction, Best in Navigation, Best in Marpol & BME,
Best in Maritime Comm & Emergencies, Best in Academics
and Best in Mathematics

Cdt. Akash Chirakadavil receives ‘Best in Cargo Work, Seamanship & SWP’ from Chief Guest

Cdt. Kandekar Pranav Rajendra receives ‘1st Runner up in
Academics’ from Chief Guest

Cdt. Asit T Naik receives ‘Best Sportsman’ from
Chief Guest

Cdt. Pranav Behl receives ‘Most Popular Cadet’
from Chief Guest
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Campus Returns to Normal
Mr. PV Dinesan
Deputy Manager,
Administration
SIMS Lonavala

The coronavirus pandemic upset all
aspects of life around the world and SIMS
Lonavala was no exception. As the days
progressed, we took on unique challenges
posed by the unprecedented situation,
however with our emergency preparedness
and planning in place, not only did we
continue with virtual seamless transfer of
knowledge for the cadets, but also assisted
the community in need with our campus
facilities and infrastructure.

The aftermath of Nisarga Cyclonic storm

With the growing pandemic situation and
in anticipation of a lockdown and safety
concerns, the Institute promptly sent its cadets
home on 17th March 2020 and soon after the
Institute was forced to close its doors when
travel restrictions were placed in India on the
24th Mar 2020. However, with some effort,
we managed to secure travelling passes from
the Civil Authorities for the Vice Principal, and
a few admin staff, enabling them to visit the
campus when required.
Thereafter the basic functioning of the campus
remained unhindered and virtual classes were
held using blended learning modules enabling
cadets to complete their theory classes &
appear in IMU and other exams as per their
course schedules.

Campus after recovery

Meanwhile, our well maintained campus
infrastructure and facilities were needed by
the local community for temporary usage as
a Quarantine Centre, which was subsequently
re-designated as Covid Care Centre on the
15th of April 2020.

the designated areas. Hostel Nos. 1 to 5
were segregated from each other by erecting
temporary airtight seals between them. The
task, akin to cleaning the Aegean stables, went
on for more than a week before we handed
over the premises as quarantine centre.

In preparation for the handover of the campus
facilities to the authorities, hostel premises
were vacated and secured. The cadets had
vacated their rooms at a short notice on the
17th of March and hence all their personal
belongings had to be tagged carefully and
removed to a safer location. Individual
cupboards were sealed to avoid instances of
pilferage during the time the premises were
not going to be in our control. Photographs
of each hostel room were taken for reference
and sections of campus were cordoned off to
limit the entry of external personnel beyond

Meanwhile, the Cyclone Nisarga struck with
vengeance. The severe cyclonic storm had
intensified over Maharashtra on 3rd June
2020, and the wrath of heavens did not spare
us as we witnessed numerous trees being
uprooted across the campus. Luckily, damage
to the buildings was minimal. It was nothing
short of a herculean effort to restore normalcy
in the campus, with the very limited manpower
at our disposal.

and were the custodians of the institute.
Maintenance staff were on duty on a rotational
basis and ensured that essential functions
were never disrupted. As usual, the security
staff manned their positions throughout.
Gardeners and housekeeping staff were called
in batches to take care of the garden and the
overall hygiene of the campus.

Ever since the lock-down was enforced,
the wardens were staying back on campus

With the increase in Covid cases, around first
week of August 2020, the campus started to

Covid Care team from the Civil Authority
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Cadets during a fire drill after returning to campus

function as Covid Care Centre with swab
testing facilities. The highest number of
asymptomatic and mildly symptomatic patients
admitted at any time was close to 250, with 25
para-medical staff onsite at the Hostel. Though
a limited number of us were regularly coming
in the campus right from the beginning, for
the first time we felt as outsiders in our own
campus as the premises started bustling with
Covid-19 related activities. Those of us staying
in the campus or coming for work had to take
strictest precautions against Covid-19 in view
of the Care Centre right at our doorstep.
Amidst these activities on campus, the basic
functioning of the Institute was unhindered;
theory classes were held online, University and
other examinations were completed online,
and the admission and recruitment processes
completed within the stipulated time frame.
The new batches of cadets were admitted in
various courses as per the schedule. We also
achieved an important milestone during this
time by successfully conducting the ISO 90002015 Audit with DNV Auditor, Mr. Dombey at
Singapore remotely.
Finally, on 1st December 2020, the campus
was vacated and handed over to us by the
Civil Authorities. We took up the challenges
to bring back the campus to its formal glory &
safety by starting with a thorough disinfection
of campus by reputed sanitizing agency from
Mumbai. Next, we conducted deep cleaning
of the hostel premises by another professional
agency. Both these tasks were carried out

meticulously for more than a
week and we also replaced the
mattresses and other items,
which may have been used
by the patients in the hostel
rooms.
Simultaneously, the first batch
of cadets were asked to report
to the campus for practical
training by 9th December 2020,
in line with the instructions
received from the Directorate
General of Shipping and the
Indian Maritime University.
The cadets served 14 days of
strict quarantine in individual
hostel rooms before they
attended the practical training.
Meanwhile
the
institute’s
cafeteria, closed for around 9
months, was once again made
fully functional.

Cafeteria opening up after nine months of closure

Further on, we implemented
the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for
work resumption on campus by following the
established protocols and placing posters
of safety guidelines at vantage points. All
necessary steps like provision of sanitizing
dispensers at entry points, thermal screening
for cadets in the hostel and at the main gate
upon entry were implemented. We also
successfully conducted the graduation for
the DNS 28 Batch on 5th Jan 2021 after
they completed their practical/lab classes on

campus. Currently, GME 27 Batch and ETO
6 Batch are in the campus for their practical
training.
The entire episode was like moving a mountain
against all odds, a formidable task - which was
achieved by the continuous support from the
management, and the grit and determination of
the personnel involved in bringing the campus
back to smoothly functioning in a safe, secure
and healthy manner.
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A Seafarer’s Best Friend – The Breathing Apparatus
Mr. Prasad Godbole
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

The more we sweat in peace, the less we
bleed in war.
For us seafarers, our wars are the
emergencies we may have to face - the
emergencies we train for - every Saturday
afternoon. Be it a fire, an incident in an
enclosed space or even an uncontrolled
discharge of a chemical or a sour crude, a
seafarer’s best friend is the indispensable
self-contained breathing apparatus.
Thanks to quality procedures and safety
culture, real life incidences are few and far
between. But when they do occur, the point
of the spear, i.e., the SCBA wearer has the
toughest job of all. He finds himself facing
challenges far more daunting than what he
had trained for.
The visibility is poor, causing some
disorientation. Being cut-off from the rest of
the personnel brings a sense of danger and
isolation. It doesn’t help that others are unable
to understand his walkie-talkie transmissions.
Dragging a heavy charged hose up or down

the stairs while wearing an SCBA and a firesuit is physically taxing. Using a fireman’s lift
may look simple, but it is simple only in movies.
Not to put too fine a point on it, in real life
situations the performance of these brave
souls has often been found to be sub-optimum.
The fault however, does not lie with them.
In a typical fire drill lasting an hour, the total
amount of time spent for SCBA’s use is about
ten minutes. The lighting is perfect, the hose
is connected but empty and light, the dummy
weighs less than ten kilograms. Rescue is a
piece of cake.
Instead of having repetitive fire drills consisting
of alarms, mustering, head-count, rescue
of dummy, boundary cooling, etc., some
of the drills can be devoted to providing
pure SCBA training under more stressful
situations. Dividing crew into teams and pitting
them against one another instills a healthy
competitive spirit and training suddenly
turns into a game! Having a prize at the end,
however small, sweetens the pot.
As an example, teams can be made on the
basis of cabins on port vs stbd. side, above 40
yrs vs below, heavier than 70 kgs vs less than
70. Anything at all, except deck vs engine, a
fracture we don’t want to have.
Each team is given two SCBA sets. Chart

paper is stuck on the facemasks to get visibility
to zero. Each team is given identical simple
tasks. For example, connecting a fire hose
to a fire hydrant and connecting a nozzle to
the other end of the hose, lifting the dummy,
tying him into a Neil-Robertson stretcher and
carrying him between two given locations,
transmitting a given sentence by walkie-talkie
– any task at all! (Before all this, of course the
dummy has to be fed a diet of steel and turned
into a slim, rock-hard 70 kg mannequin. Not
the usual light life-sized soft toy.)
With the Master and Chief Engineer taking up
referee’s duties, each team gets two wearers
ready, carry out all safety tests, carry out
one task, return, hand over the SCBAs after
cleaning the face masks to two others who
again carry out safety tests and then the
second task and so on. Working completely by
feel, trying not to breathe too hard, since that
the given air has to be made to last through to
the end of the exercise is challenging to say
the least. With other team members shouting
and cheering, it soon turns into a proper
competition. The most productive competition
in the world.
Before long, everyone on board becomes
adept with an SCBA. More importantly,
realizing how difficult a rescue actually is, also
makes them more safety conscious. What
more can one expect from a safety drill?

Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet
During Fourth Quarter

JE SOHAN DAVID
MABEN
GME 20

JE CHITTRANJAN
TIWARI
GME 20

JE SHAILESH RAOTH
LAKSHAMAN
GME 21

JE ABHINAV KAPOOR
GME 22

JE VASUDEVAN
ERIYARI
GME 21

JE AMANDEEP
MANHAS
GME 21

JE DANIEL JOSE
GME 21

JE VISHAL BINDU
MULVE
GME 21

JE AAKASH DHIMAN
GME 21

JE SAMPATH SANJAY
KIRAN JAJULA
GME 21

JE VIVEK NEGI
B.Tech 04

JO AMIT KUMAR
DNS 15
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Importance of Safe Access at all Times
Capt. Hanoz Billimoria
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Our vessel was a yard-delivery vessel, still
in the yard and final touches were being
provided by the shipyard team to deliver
the Newbuild vessel on the day that was
initially agreed with Owners. All ship’s staff
and shore staff were equally excited to
deliver the ship on this day. The ship’s team
comprised of top four Officers and ETO.
It was customary to have the opening meeting
at 0730 hours daily followed by a ship-visit at
0800 hours. On the day of delivery, when we
arrived in the morning at 0800 hours at the
ship, we found that the shore gangway (about
four stories tall), had been removed by the yard
team for decorating the same. The Owners
were supposed to arrive later that day for the
ceremony for the Yard delivery and hence the
ladder was required to be prepared for the
same.
When we inquired as to how to gain access
to the ship, the Yard Supervisor pointed to the
shore crane and cage which was being used
to transport the shore-staff. To this proposal, I
had to refuse, as no SWL was marked and the
crane, its wire and the cage, all three, seemed
to be heavily rusted and in a dilapidated
condition. The Yard Supervisor laughed at
us and continued mocking us at our refusal

JO CHANDAN SINGH
NEGI
DNS 17

JO UMASHANKER
GUPTA
DNS 15

JO DILPREET SINGH
DNS 018

JO GOPUKRISHNAN
RADHAKRISHNAN
DNS 20

to accept his access proposal. Vessel had to
make last minute preparations onboard for
the timely departure from the Yard and arrival
of the crew, provisions, etc. For this, it was
imperative that we timely visit the vessel and
keep all ready for the Owner’s Ceremony and
timely departure. For this reason, I had to
insist as Master of the vessel and demanded
an alternate means of access that was safe to
the Yard Supervisor.
To pressurize us further, in the chilly weather,
we were all kept waiting for the next half
hour or so at the quay, for a proper and safe
access to the vessel. At this time, we kept
watching the shore crane and cage making
several trips back and forth, and several yard
workers being transported in the same unsafe
manner. Just then, after about half an hour of
watching this unsafe operation, the crane wire
snapped close to the hook and the cage fell
from a significant height. Luckily no damage
happened to the rusted crane (except dents)
and fortunately no one was in the cage at that
time, thus averting a major fatality.
The above incident brings forth the importance

JO ANANDHU MADHU
M. PILLAI
DNS 20

4E AVINASH SWARUP
SRIVASTAVA
B.Tech 05

of safe access to and fro from the ship at all
times. Attention is drawn to IMO Circular MSC
1/Circular 1331 and SOLAS regulation II1/3-9. Despite these regulations in force, we
have seen several accidents with exchanges
of pilots this year in 2020, wherein the pilots
have fallen to death or serious injuries, due
to unsafe means of access. As Officers, we
must never forget that safe access internally
and externally on ship, shall always remain
the responsibility of the ship’s staff, who must
never forget to exercise due diligence at all
times. If the shore means of access is being
used, then the shipstaff has full authority to
reject an unsafe access point or method. If
the ship’s gangway or pilot ladder is in use,
all senior Officers onboard should periodically
inspect them, always train the junior officers
and crew and encourage them to report any
lapses found in access ladders such as hold
access ladders, emergency escape ladders,
Gangways, pilot ladders, mast ladders, access
during bunkering, etc.
It should also be remembered that all ship’s
staff are empowered to exercise the “STOP
WORK” Authority, when required.

JO ROHIT SOI
DNS 018

JO JISHAND VALAVIL
DNS 15

3O PRABHJOT SINGH
DNS 018

3O SHUBHAM SHUKLA
DNS 15

JO DEENDAYAL
MISHRA
DNS 17
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Case Study - Take The Bull by the Horns
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study.
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
One of the Bulk Carrier (22 year old)
discharged cargo of coal at Spanish port
and sailed towards Hamburg (Germany) to
load cargo of Fertilizer for Indian port.
It was in the month of December, winter had
just set in temperature was 5/6°C at the time
of departure, 4 days passage to Germany
and vessel had to wash the holds grain clean.
So all the crewmembers (including officers
and Engineers) were involved in preparing
the holds except Master and watch keeping
officers and engineers. Luckily, considering the
weather and time charterers gave 2 days more
for preparing the hold. Charterers informed
the ship to wait at sheltered area (drifting) and
carry out the cleaning. Which the ship did,
Vessel arrived at Hamburg outer anchorage
early in the morning. Pilot was fixed for next
day in the early morning tide at 0200 hrs.
Since everyone was very busy in preparing
holds. Crewmembers were given rest after
anchoring except watch keepers. There was
slight snowfall.
When all the crew came back on deck, Chief
mate told Bosun to prepare vessel for picking
up pilot and berthing. Accordingly Bosun and
his crew started the job. Since after departure
from Spain everyone got busy in preparing the
holds so Pilot ladder was lying on deck and
after arrival it was snowing and the ladder was
used in Last port hence no one inspected the
ladder before rigging up. Preparation started at
around 2000 hrs. Only 4 crew members (Bosun,
2 ABs and Cadet) were engaged. Rest of the
crew was preparing other areas for berthing
and since the passage was 4 hrs inside and in
the early morning, so they completed the work
early and knocked off to get some rest so to
remain fresh during stations.
While rigging up Pilot ladder one of the AB
pointed out that winnet (chock) on one of
the step was loose ultimately the step had
some play in it, but this point was ignored as
combination ladder was used, so this part of
the Pilot ladder would have appeared above
the combination ladder and Pilot would not had
to put his feet on this step.
Unfortunately, while climbing the Pilot ladder
this step appeared exactly in front of the eyes
of the Pilot even though he did not use it to put
his feet on it before that only he stepped on to

combination ladder but since he observed the
damage so he got annoyed. After climbing on
deck he straightaway informed the port control
about the situation and also to Master when
came on bridge.
As soon as vessel berthed. Port state control
came on board and inspected the pilot ladder.
This was the clear ground for carrying out
further inspection and detention of the ship,
also PSC was trying to put fine on the ship
for using defective Pilot ladder. He detained
the ship till the time Pilot ladder got repaired
and they carried out other inspections too.
Master informed company and called the P &
I club surveyor to get involved in investigation
processes.
Eventually, ladder was repaired and PSC did
not find any other major defects in the ship
and detention was lifted up before completion
of cargo loading. This was the case.
Lesson Learnt
As it says “first impression is the last
impression” and most of the time Pilot is the
person who comes on board first.
Also regulation requires that the Pilot ladder
should be absolutely in very good condition.
1. No matter how busy you are or whether
you have recently used it, the Pilot Ladder
must always be visually and thoroughly

inspected before it is used again.
2. Carry out Minor repairs if required. That is
securing the winnets in place.
3. One experienced person should always
step on to the ladder after it is rigged to
check there is no play on the steps and
nothing is loose or broken.
4. Company checklist and IMO regulations
must be followed at all time while rigging up
the ladder.
5. If you find the ladder is not suitable for use
then replace it with the other one.
From the details provided please
provide answers to the following
regarding this case study:
1. What is the main cause for attracting
PSC on ship.
2. Which chapter and regulation of
SOLAS talks about Pilot Transfer
method?
3. What are the Latest amendments to
Pilot ladder requirements?
4. Is there any certification and marking
required on Pilot ladder?

Capt. Deepak Tamras
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Response to Issue 51 (October
2020) - Case Study: “Malpractices that could lead to disastrous
outcome”
Thank you readers for the large number of feedback and responses on
the previous case study. Here’s a compilation of the answers received:
1. What should be done if connecting
bolt or cylinder head bolt is not
opening during dismantling.
Following is the list of do’s and don’ts
while dealing with frozen (tight) hydraulic
nuts or bolts
a) Check if the hydraulic system’s
pressure gauges are showing

correct readings (recalibrate in case
of doubt)
b) Make sure there are absolutely no oil
leakages anywhere in the system.
c) Remove the jacks and check the
thread roots for cleanliness. Introduce
light oil (penetrant) and leave for
some time to loosen the carbon built

CASE STUDY

up, remember all mating teeth
have backlash gaps,
d) Never hammer, chisel or heat-up
the nuts or bolts.
e) The hydraulic oil pressure (jacking
pressure) can be increased 10%
above the tightening pressure
(refer to maker’s manual)
f) Do not over-pressurize the system
beyond above mentioned limit.
2. What checks are carried on
connecting rod bolts during engine
overhaul.
Connecting rod bolts to be checked
mainly for bending, micro-fretting
and surface corrosion. Carry out a
liquid Dye-penetrant test to check for
minute hairline cracks, especially at
thread roots. Connecting rod bolts
to be re-used or replaced always in
sets. If the connecting rod is renewed
with the spare one, the con-rod bolts
from the old con-rod must not be
used with the new spare connecting
rod. Tightening must be done in
stages. One should not flog the bolt
with the hammer in the direction of
tightening. The landing faces of the
bolt-head nut should be cleaned.
During tightening, measurement of
the extension is essential for correct
stretch. Thoroughly clean and apply
proper lubricant to the threaded
portion during assembling.
3. What is fatigue failure?
Fatigue failure has a very typical
pattern. This type of component
failure is because of formation and
propagation of cracks due to a
repetitive or cyclic load. Most fatigue
failures are caused by cyclic loads
significantly below the loads that
would result in yielding of the material.
Engine components that are prone to
fatigue stress are – connecting rod,
bolts, piston rod, crank shaft, tie-rod
and chain.
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Prevention is Better than Cure
This incident took place on board my
ship sometime in 1988. It was my first
ship as a Chief Engineer, a bulk carrier of
48,000T deadweight. After a long pilotage
of 8 hours; we were approaching the port
and were supposed to berth on arrival.
As the passage was long and safe, even
during the pilotage, engines were on ‘Full
Ahead’ and the exhaust gas boiler was
in operation, producing sufficient steam
pressure. Auxiliary boiler was kept in AUTO
mode.
As we approached the port, the engine rpm
was reduced and the pressure of steam
started falling. 3rd Engineer, 5th Engineer
& I were in the Engine room. Everything
was going smoothly. The time was around
2100 hrs. Steam pressure came down to 3.5
bar and in the control room, I could see the
indicator for Auxiliary boiler ‘ON’.
Suddenly we heard a heavy sound like an
explosion and ‘Boiler Failure’ alarm got
triggered. Fire alarm also got sounded. I
asked 3rd Engineer to stay in the control
room and rushed to the Auxiliary boiler
platform. There I saw a cloud of black smoke
at the uptake of the boiler. Immediately
I shut the fuel supply valve to the boiler.
Forced Draft fan was put on ‘manual’ and
ventilation of the furnace was continued.
After about 5-10 minutes all the smoke was
cleared. The fire alarm was also muted.
I informed the Master that I suspected boiler
had backfired and that after cooling down,
a thorough inspection would be carried out.
However, the Pilot refused to take ship into
the port until it was inspected by a Class
surveyor.
The boiler burner was pulled out and found
dripping. There was no other damage to the
boiler except that the expansion bellow in
the exhaust uptake had cracked.
The burner was overhauled and found
satisfactory. There was no spare expansion
bellow on board;
Expansion bellows are provided in exhaust
uptake to take care of expansion of exhaust
pipe at the elevated temperature. These
bellows are made up of a sleeve and

Mr. N.S. Soman,
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

corrugated thin plate. Any attempt to weld
this thin corrugated plate is usually futile
because after welding it becomes hard and
cracks again when expansion or contraction
takes place. Same thing will happen with
cold welding like applying DEVCON or
CORDOBOUND around the cracks. Hence
the whole bellow was covered with 0.5mm
thick shim and lagging material wound
around it . As there is hardly any pressure
in the exhaust uptake, these temporary
repairs were sufficient to prevent leakage
of exhaust gasses from the uptake and this
arrangement worked admirably until new
bellow was received and replaced.
After a long pre-purging the boiler was tried
out and found satisfactory.
Class surveyor arrived next morning,
inspected the boiler and cleared the ship. In
the bargain, ship had suffered a delay of 16
hours.
Lesson learnt
Pre-purging is the process of supplying air
to the furnace before firing the burner to
expel out any explosive gasses present in
the furnace. These gases can be formed
when boiler is switched off and if the burner
is dripping and fuel oil is accumulating on
the hot surface of the furnace. Normally
there is a provision of 1 minute pre-purging
of the furnace in the firing sequence in ‘auto’
mode, but after a long voyage/ pilotage, it
is prudent & advisable to pre-purge the
furnace for a longer time by putting the
boiler into ‘manual’ mode.
After this incident the company introduced
a procedure for pre-purging of the furnace
for a longer time and this information was
circulated to all ships.
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CADET’S DIARY

Safety Lessons from SIMS Help my Diving Journey
Cdt. Aniket Shirodkar
B.Tech-09
SIMS, Lonavala

I began my scuba diving journey in the year
2018 right after completing my Class 12th
and over the years logged in 72 dives and
took numerous dive exams to achieve the
qualification of a Dive master. However, my
diving experience was truly enhanced after
being trained at SIMS intensively about
the safety aspects of equipment and their
maintenance as I started to easily identify
potential hazards. During my dive master
course, I was trusted by my Instructors in
managing drills and safety of other diving
enthusiasts and tourists as well.
My diving journey started off at the Goa Diving
center, as I studied the basic diving theories
first and then proceeded for my first dive
in a bay boat ‘sweetlips’, named after a fish
family. We anchored at the St. George Bay
and I attempted my first dive in the shallow
part of about 2-3m depth with clear water. At
first I felt frightened with the underwater world
with everything being green, hearing nothing
except my breathing and the bubbles of air
trickling after I exhaled.

As days progressed and I
practiced more, I gradually
started to feel comfortable
with the new surroundings
and reduced gravitational
effect, and started to gain
control over my buoyancy.
Drills were introduced which
involved mask removal and
clearing, and equipment
exchange with my instructor
which further boosted my
confidence. We soon started
to explore other locations with differing
undercurrents and surges to get familiar
with. I started to recognize trigger fish,
honeycomb eel, table of corals, lobsters,
and a lot more in this different new world!
After completing my third year at SIMS,
I embarked on my dive master course
and could easily point out safety lapses
while checking my air tank or that of the
students and point out the mistakes
they had done. I could point out the potential
hazards that could have happened if they
were neglected such as sand granules being
trapped between the gasket of the air tank
valves and the inlet hose.
During one of the expeditions as part of my
dive master course with a group of tourists,
we reached a point when we commenced
underwater drills. We had to remove the mask

completely, breathe a few times through the
regulator (air supply hose), put it back on, and
finally flush the water out by exhaling. The drill
was going smoothly until one of group member
couldn’t completely flush the water out because
of which she panicked, then lifted her mask up
again to cancel out the skin suction. Ultimately,
she removed her mask and started swinging
her arms violently in panic and finally began to
dangerously ascend without exhaling.
While I was tagged with her partner, one of the
instructors immediately grabbed her BCD and
forced her to breathe by pressing the regulator
in her mouth. And lastly controlled the rapid
ascend thereby preventing air bubbles in her
lungs and bloodstream. We then let the panic
wear off, gave her some fresh water, and
dived again after asking her if she was feeling
comfortable to dive again. After spotting
beautiful school of trigger fishes and taking
some pictures, we went back to the drills which

CADET’S DIARY

she completed flawlessly even though she
experienced panic earlier. Later I asked her
what made her to not panic the second time
and she replied “I realised that all I had to do
was remain calm and breathe!”
I had four days left before I went back to
SIMS campus for my fourth semester and I
took the opportunity to try deep diving (30m)
nitrogen narcosis exercise as part of my
dive master course. The boat was tied to a
rope which was connected to a permanent
anchor and was floating because of being
connected to a surface buoy. Along with the
dive master and instructor, I plunged in the
water with the diving gear and a writing slate.
We grabbed hold of the rope and started
descending slowly. Gradually the water
turned from clear green to murky brown
and the water current was getting stronger.
I checked my depth gauge and it read 19m,
while simultaneously equalising my ear to
withstand the water pressure. When we
finally reached the sea bed, my depth gauge
read 30m, the rope had become slippery,
and the water dark and muddy.
My instructor then asked me to answer
few math questions to check if I am being
affected by nitrogen narcosis. Writing the
answers on the slate, and holding the rope
had become an increasingly difficult task.
Having completed my drill, we ascended by
using the rope slowly and breathing rapidly
to remove the air out of our lungs before it
expanded. We then made a safety stop of
10m from the surface and maintained the
depth in order to get accustomed to the
water pressure, and the new expanded air.
It was indeed an exhilarating experience and
once we finally ascended on the surface,
the instructors patted my back and jokingly
said “I don’t think this was quite a challenge,
Aniket. Maybe, you should have left the rope
and written all the answers that would have
been faster” all of us laughed and started
depressurising and disconnecting the gas
tanks in the boat.
My diving experiences has taught invaluable
lessons for life. I have learnt that panicking
during a tense situation is the worst form
of solution and instead we need to remain
calm at all times. Another important lesson
is safety awareness as what I learnt at SIMS
and practically experienced in scuba diving,
where the life of a person rests on the scale
of regular maintenance and right use of a
given equipment.
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Memories of a Mariner
Selecting a future,
Sailing away from family,
Wonders this creature,
Are all goodbyes said happily?

Life was at stake,
Body was to drown,
Sensing no pain or ache,
Thought of family in town.

Hiding the tears,
Wearing a smile,
They all sense fears,
Coz’ anything can be fragile!

Recalling each and every word,
Said by the beloved ones,
Cuts me open with a sword,
Pours out memories in tons.

One hard day in water,
Sets the ship to rumble,
Plenty lives shatter,
Causes the soul to crumble.
Poem by:
Cdt. Het Doshi,
B.Tech-09
SIMS, Lonavala
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Crossword Puzzle
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Across
Cdt. Rushikesh Rahul
Kadam
B.Tech-09
SIMS, Lonavala

2. Device used to connect a vessel to
seabed.
3. Computer based navigation system.
7. An area on both land and water, weather
on the sea or river that provides facilities
for shipping vessels to load and unload
their cargo.
8. A long journey by sea route.
12. Deck equipment used for handling ropes
and wires.
13. Right side of ship when looking forward.
14. Machinery used for lifting heavy loads, for
loading and unloading purpose.
16. Device used for steering a vessel.
17. A system for location, tracking etc..
18. The tank that holds water for stability.

Down

1. One which creates thrust for ship
4. Place on topmost accessible height of
ship.
5. Device used to detect other ships.
6. Anything that can float and can be
steered moved, either by own means or
by other means
8. Flag “V” represents.
9. Forward most deck of ship.
10. Part of the superstructure of a ship from
where the ship can be commanded.
11. Forward part of ship.
12. Device used to lower and pull the
anchor.
15. The International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from ships.

Answers
Down: 1. PROPELLER 4. MONKEY ISLAND 5. RADAR 6. VESSEL 8. VICTOR 9. FORECASTLE 10. BRIDGE 11. BOW 12. WINDLASS
15. MARPOL
Across: 2. ANCHOR 3. ECDIS 7. PORT 8. VOYAGE 12. WINCH 13. STARBOARD 14. CRANE 16. RUDDER 17. GPS 18. BALLAST

